Introducing

Video Player Bidding
All the benefits of header bidding,
built directly into the video player.

Until now, the potential of header bidding for video has been limited by
difficult implementation and a fragmented marketplace. Video Player Bidding
is a market-changing solution built for video to reduce latency and boost
monetization with just one click.
►► Maximize monetization: Publishers can gain server-side access to 65+ demand sources
through the SpotX platform.
►► Activate with a single click: Available in the JW Player interface, the Video Player Bidding
solution requires no additional code or developer resources.
►► Access to a global network of publishers: Advertisers can tap into the JW Player network to
gain access premium inventory at scalemetadata and tap into premium inventory at scale.

Video Experts Combine
Best-of-Breed Video and Ad Tech
By marrying JW Player’s massive global publisher
footprint with SpotX’s best-in-class advertising
technology solutions, Video Player Bidding:
►► Reduces page latency through server-side
ad decisioning
►► Maintains high quality viewing experiences
►► Maximizes CPMs by providing buyers access
to content metadata

Ready to get started? Let’s talk.
www.jwplayer.com/video-player-bidding

Quickly and eﬀortlessly capture the
advantages of header bidding

<html>
<head>
<!-- Header Bidding Config Section START -->
<!-- Make sure this is inserted before your GPT tag -->
<script>
var HEADER BIDDING_TIMEOUT = 700;
var adUnits = [{
code: 'div-gpt-ad-1460505748561-0',
mediaTypes: {
banner: {
sizes: [[300, 250], [300,600]]
}
},
bids: [{
bidder: 'Header Bidding Solution'

Traditional header bidding solutions
for video require developer resources
<html>
and
are cumbersome to implement
<head>
<!-- Header Bidding Config Section START -->
Set
key and string values for all demand sources
<!-- Make sure this is inserted before your GPT tag -->
<script>
Associate
creatives to all ad sizes
var HEADER BIDDING_TIMEOUT = 700;
Determine price buckets
var adUnits = [{
Manually
code up to thousands of line
code: 'div-gpt-ad-1460505748561-0',
mediaTypes:
{
items for served
price buckets
banner: {
5. Set campaigns
for
every
line item
sizes: [[300,
250],
[300,600]]
}
6. Ongoing
troubleshooting & QA
},
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bids: [{
bidder: 'Header Bidding Solution'
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“The new JW/SpotX partnership will introduce a great ad product much
needed by the industry. It’s nice to see two leaders in their respective
specialities bring a simple, elegant solution to the marketplace.”
— Brian Levine, VP Revenue Operations | Penske Media Corporation

Ready to get started? Let’s talk.
www.jwplayer.com/video-player-bidding

